We generalize NMDS and N'MDS codes as N p M D S Codes: The class of [ n , k ] 
I. PRELIMINARIES
The support of a linear code C is the set of coordinate positions, where not all codewords of C are zero. The r-th gener- 
N'MDS
Codes: [2] The class of [n, k] codes where d l ( C ) = ( n -k -l), &(C) = ( n -k + 1) and di(C) is ( n -k + i ) for We generalize NMDS and N'MDS codes as N p M D S Codes: The class of [ n , k ] codes where di(C) = ( n -k + 2i -p -1) for i = 1 , 2 , . . . , k . ' . i = 3 , 4 , . . . ]IC.
MATRIX CHARACTERIZATION OF HWH
The M D S discrepancy of an [n, k] code is defined as the small- can be characterized as follows:
0 There exists a g, i < g 5 min{di,k}, such that rank of matrix of P has rank 2 ( g -i + 1).
(g -i + vi, 9) sub matrix is (9 -i) 0 For i = 1,2, . . . , p 1. a n d i < g 5 min{di-l,k), every ( g -2 i + l + p I g ) sub matrix has rank 2 (g -i + 1).
2. there exist a 9, i < g 5 min{di,k}, such that (9 -2i + p , 9) sub matrix has rank equal to (g -i ) .
Corollary 2: (N'MDS code) For N 2 M D S codes the systematic generator matrix characterization is sub matrix has rank 9.
matrix has rank 2 g rank 2 (9 -1) sub matrix with rank (9 -1).
sub matrix with rank (g -2).
matrix has rank 9. matrix has rank 2 g matrix with rank equal to (9 -1) matrix has rank 9.
